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Although the reproductive health status of families in
most developing countries is improving, governments
continue to search for new ways to achieve further
reductions in rlr.lity.A persist_
ent problem, 

Qualified io meet
the increased e health services.
This often is due to the limited ability of education and
training systems to generate and maintain sufficient
numbers of qualified service providers and trainers. As
a consequence, in many countries there is a need to

balanced system of knowledge and skills transfer.

- rnake it competency-based,
- make extensive use of simulations and rnodels

(humanistic technique) for initially learning and
practicing new skills, and

- make information transfer and access to informa_
tion more cost- effective.

During the past 2 years, in Indonesia rnuch progress has
been made in these two areas. In particular, tne prirnary
reason for establishing the National Resource Center
and its two clinical trainilg sites in Jakarta and Surabaya
is to facilitate the introduction of competency_based

training (CBT) on a national scale. you will hear more
about this tomorrow from Dr. Bari Saifuddin.
As the focus of education has shifted to both know_
ledge and skil nsights have.been
discovered ab
reconrigured , ;t:j,"tr,Tïi.l:
mation flow and access to information. For example:
- At present, information transfer at all levels olthe

higher education systems often is ineffective and
costly.

- To support the shift to CBT requires that
policyrnakers, faculty and trainers have easily ac_
cessible and up-to-date information in order to;* revise national service delivery policies and

guidelines,
* leam about new research findings in eclucational

methods and training technologies, and* develop training materials which are stand_
ardized and consistent with international
reproductive health guidelines

Recent experience gained from extensive efforts to
strengthen both reproductive health training and the
service delivery system has lead to a bettLr under_
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health training, the full potential benefits of the "infor-
nration revolution" are realized by all people of the
world-not just those living in developed countries.

Lack of up-to-date information as well as an inexpen-
sive way to obtain new information are majorproblems
currently facing many countries as they work to im-
prove the quality of training. For example, books,
journals and other publications are too expensive and
need to be replaced regularly. As a consequence, for
the past 2 years JHPIEGO staff have been actively pur-
suing new educational and training pathways and ap-
plications of multimedia communications to make ad-
vantage of the rapidly exploding "Information
Superhighway". To quote John S. Mayo, President of
AT & T Bell Laboratories, only one thing in ceftain:

" .... this is a revolution-an information (and
education) revolution-this will change the way we
live, work, play, travel and comrnunicate. [n short,
it will make today's way of life as obsolete as the
Model T (car)."1

ReproSystern is a solution designed to address these
critical constrains. [t merges the proven benefits of our
competency-based approach to training with recent ad-
vances in telecommunications and computing. And, it is
based on the belief that ultirnately all components of the
system-from information transferto highly interactive,
multimedia training----can be designed, delivered,
evaluated and continually updated through the informa-
tion superhighway. ReproSystern frovides the
mechanism for optimizing use of existing and planned
telecomrnunication systems, including the " information
superhighway", to support the delivery and decentraliza-
tion of technical information. It consists of communica-
tions hardware and a comprehensive set of software
applications designed for planning, training and the
delivery of reproductive health sewices.

Current ReproSystem componeuts include the follow-
lns:-
- ModCalN: A modified cornputer-assisted learn-

ing system available on CD ROM. Highly interac-
tive ModCal rnodules are used in conjunction with
hands-on clinical practice to provide either self-
paced or minimum-guidance leaming packages.
Participants using ModCal gain both the know-
ledge and motivation they need to complement
their new clinical skills. ModCal rnultiplies the
effectiveness of existing staff, cuts training costs
and ensures transfer of standardized, up-to-date
information.

- MomCareTM: A computer-basecl system that ex-
tends reproductive health care expertise (in the
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form of simultaneous voice/video/still picture/
datalwriting capability), which usually is available
only in referral level facilities, to peri-pheral hospi-
tals and remote health centers. MornCare is a low
cost application designed to support both emergen-
cy cÂre, including surgical intervention, training
and teleconferencing for acute care problem solv-
ing. MomCare is intended to reduce the need for
emergency transport systerns.

- ProTrainTM: A computer model designed for
policymakers and program managers to project the
annual number of trained family planning providers
required, as compared to the estimated number of
trained providers available. A key aspect of Pro-
Train is the simultaneous modeling of a number of
factors that effect the pool of available providers
over time combined with interactive features that
allow policymakers to ask "what if" questions.

- Reprolir.TM, An online or CD ROM-based ser-
vice featuring regularly updated information (both
text and presentation graphics) on selected
reproductive health topics, including family plan-
ning.

Several other components, (e.g., Reprolearnw and
TrainerNews''") as well as a researchjoumal evaluat-
ing advances in educational technology are being
developed at JHPIEGO.

In summary, the potential impact of rnaking the latest
reproductive health information available globally
through the information superhighway is enonnous.
Not only will it impact on the quality of information
transfer and"reproductive health training, but also it
will, for the first time over, afford faculty, student and
health professionals from any country equal and
regularaccess to new i1fery12fl6n-2 priceless giftwe
in the developed world have had for decades. In addi-
tion, for those countries ready to use the other corn-
ponents of ReproSystem, either online or as CD
ROM-based services, it now is possible to establish
sustainable, integrated training systerns.r
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